TALLEY RIGGINS CONSTRUCTION GROUP HIRES JOSHUA ROGG AS DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
DALLAS, TX – Talley Riggins Construction Group has hired Joshua Rogg as director of business development to
expand the firm’s network in the Dallas/Fort Worth market. In this role, Rogg will create strategies to identify
opportunities to collaborate with clients in key industries as well as strengthen existing client relationships.
“Joshua has a particular expertise in devising and implementing successful sales plans,” said Doug Talley, CEO
of Talley Riggins Construction Group. “With his ability to cultivate industry contacts, develop marketing
strategy and exceed sales goals, he will be a dynamic addition to our leadership team.”
“Even with Covid-19, 2020 has surpassed our expectations for new projects and with Joshua leading the
charge in our business development efforts, we are looking forward to continued growth into 2021,” said John
Riggins, president of Talley Riggins Construction Group.
“It is a privilege to work with Doug Talley and John Riggins, who are among the most respected leaders in the
construction industry,” said Rogg. “I am proud to be part of the team-focused culture they have built where
each project is centered on lean construction methods, which ultimately benefits the firm’s clients and trade
partners.”
Rogg graduated with a Bachelors degree in marketing from Baylor University. He currently serves as a board
member for the Association 4 Learning Environments, a non-profit association of a diverse, worldwide group
of individuals interested in the planning, design, construction, operation, and maintenance of schools and
higher education facilities.
ABOUT TALLEY RIGGINS CONSTRUCTION GROUP
Talley Riggins Construction Group provides general contractor services with expertise in multiple projects and sectors
including commercial, healthcare, and institutional. From interior remodels to ground up multi-story office buildings,
Talley Riggins assembles a team of the most qualified subcontractors and vendors who collaborate with management
and clients to ensure projects are delivered successfully through transparency and accountability. Talley Riggins has
been recognized as one of Dallas Business Journal’s Best Places to Work in 2020. For more information, please visit the
website at: http://www.talley-riggins.com, follow on Twitter @TalleyRigginsGC, Facebook
@TalleyRigginsConstructionGroup or on Instagram @talleyrigginsgc.
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